Big B ottom ˜ B ig Trees Day Tour

S a tu rd a y, A u g us t 4 , 20 0 7

Field tour leader Ralph Anderson asks:
“What makes Big Bottom different than other places of
big trees in Oregon? There are big trees in the metropolitan area of Portland; some on private land, some on public land. (Powell Butte, Scouter Mountain, Forest Park,
Oxbow Park, and along the ridges above the Sandy and
Clackamas River, for example.)
What makes the Big Bottom area different than other
forested areas of Oregon—Valley of the Giants, Opal
Creek, Salmon-Huckleberry Wilderness, Lost Lake—
etc?
The answer is the percentage of big trees. Trees of
diameter 4, 5, 6 and 7 feet are common, and some of 8,
9 or 10 feet can also be seen.
Humans are uncommon, although on
our last DSA outing we met a couple
who were trying to photograph the
locale so legislation could be enacted
that would turn it and others into a
wilderness area. I don’t agree with this
proposal, and told them so, although
Big Bottom is a special place.”

Come see for yourself.
Meet to carpool: At Estacada Ranger
Station off highway 224, entering
Estacada from the west, at 9 AM. Plan to
be back to the ranger station by 6 PM.
The tour area is about 40 miles southeast of Estacada. Note: Some may want
to carpool from Ralph’s home at 8
AM—call for info.
Bring: Sack lunch & water, clothing
appropriate for both the weather and
forest conditions.
Difficulty level: This is an easy 4 mile walk in the woods. For more information, call
Ralph Anderson at 503-658-3046.
Registration: No limit or registration.
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“And the waters receded continually from the earth. At the end of
the hundred and fifty days the waters decreased...” Genesis 8:3

Michael Oard

Startling Evidence that Noah’s Flood
Really Happened: The Retreating Stage
Practically no uniformitarian geologists, whether naturalistic or theistic, believe there is evidence for a
global Genesis Flood. This is
because of their mind set or presupposition that only slow processes
over millions of years laid down
the sedimentary rocks and later
Speaker Oard
deformed and eroded them. In
other words, they are looking at the
world with uniformitarian glasses.
It is truly remarkable that they cannot see the abundant
evidence for the Flood that stares them in the face, seen
on the surface of the earth, which is the domain of the
geological subfield of geomorphology. Mr. Oard’s talk
will cite this evidence, using the classification developed
by Tas Walker of Australia. In particular, he will focus
on the last (Retreating) stage of the Flood, when the
water was flowing, sometimes at high speeds, off the rising continents. The talk will be well illustrated with
slides, mainly from the northwest states.
The Retreating Stage of the Flood can be divided into
two phases: (1) the Sheet Flow Phase, as wide currents
began draining the floodwaters off the continents, and
(2) the Channelized Flow Phase, after mountains and

plateaus were exposed above the floodwater, forcing the
water to channelize around these obstacles. Each phase
produces certain features on the Earth’s surface.
Moreover, the features formed during the Channelized
Flow Phase are superimposed upon those developed during the Sheet Flow Phase.
In his talk, Oard will first discuss the mechanism for
the draining of the floodwater, in the form of crustal
uplifts and downdrops. He will next delve into the features formed during the Sheet Flow Phase. These are
great sheet erosion on the continents, planation surfaces,
tall erosional remnants, long transported cobbles and
boulders, and the formation of the continental shelf and
slope.
He will then present evidence for the Channelized
Flow Phase, which include pediments, water and wind
gaps, and submarine canyons.
All these features, readily seen on the surface of the
Earth, are nearly impossible to explain by the alternative
model of slow processes over millions of years. They
provide powerful evidence that Noah’s Flood really
happened.
THIS MONTH’S DSA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON
Saturday, July 21, 2007, from 9 to 11:30 AM. Be sure
to join us for this cutting-edge talk!
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Missed past meetings?
Catch up with DSA–DVDs!

DSA March 2006

DSA June 2006

Bolivia Geology Research Report

In Search of a Living Dinosaur

Science,
Scripture & Salvation
The DSA-sponsored “Science, Scripture and Salvation” radio broadcast is now heard
each Sunday at 12:30 PM. This 15-minute program is found on KPDQ 93.9 FM.

UPCOMING PROGRAMS:
July 8: Biting Bugs

Speaker: Dennis Bokovoy

Speaker: Milt Marcy

God created all bugs, including the ones that put
a damper on summertime activities. But if God
made everything “very good” in the beginning,
how did they become so bothersome? Listen in!

July 15: One Giant Leap
DSA
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August 2006
2006

DSA November 2006

RATE Project Review

In The Beginning Was Information

NTSC
91 minutes

NTSC
100 minutes

July 20th 1969 will live on in history as one of
man’s greatest achievements – the moon landing!
Why was this event important? And what did we
learn from it? Join us for this exciting program!

July 22: Lingering Effects of Scopes Trial
Speaker: Michael Oard

Speaker: Horst Matschukat
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DSA April 2007

NTSC
Engineer
Looks at Best Evolution Evidence

NTSC
Traveling
90 minutesCreation Museum!

Speaker: J.D. Mitchell

Speaker: Ian Juby

80 minutes

NTSC
1 hr. 48 min.

NTSC
85 min.

$8 each at the DSA Booktable

This month marks the 45th anniversary of a

SUNDAYS:
12:30 PM

United States Supreme Court decision that outlawed prayer in public school. How has this
affected our nation, and what about religious liberty for students? To hear the answer to this question and others, join us!

July 29: The Creation Zoo
A favorite pastime of many people is visiting
some of God’s wild creatures in the safe environment of the local zoo. Although zoos tend to support evolutionary philosophy, they can be valuable tools in teaching our children about creation.
To learn more, join us!

Additional donations or
monthly pledges to this
project may be sent to:

Gift Envelope

Enclosed

Design Science Association
PMB 218, 465 NE 181st Av.
Portland, OR 97230

Thank you for your support!

As a reminder, DSA is now recognized as a
501(c)(3) tax exempt organization and will
be issuing (end of the year) tax deductable
receipts for donations. We have enclosed a
return envelope—thank you for donations.

